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KEY DEFINITION 
SÉANCE 

 

Most would note that Yahweh would have strong objections to the idea of considering speaking to 

the dead. In the case of séances, there is a ceremonial conjuring of demons that would take on the 

appearance of a dead relative or stranger. A person who contacts the spirit world can drink deep 

infestations of spiritual fillings of various demons based on who opened the communication portal 

in a meeting with a demon. The idea of speaking to a spirit through a séance is not under Yahweh’s 

Kingdom plan. Anyone who considers meeting with demons with the will to yield to Satan is in 

grave danger. Attending a séance will also open up demonic torment to all in the meeting.  

 

Since the plan of seeking out the dead through a medium is prohibited, how is anyone under 

Kingdom order in King Jesus supposed to raise the dead by the power of the Great Yahweh? 

Yahweh would give the command to go and pray that that person would come back to life from 

the death phase. Yahweh would have to lead all spiritual engagement with any unseen plan—angel 

or demon. And in the raising up of the dead person, the servant who comes under orders from 

Yahweh will indeed address the dead and give the command to come forward in King Jesus.  

 

If you attend a séance, you will engage the spirit world. Unfortunately, many do not take the spirit 

realm seriously and would think that just because they attend a church, there will be safety. But 

know this, if there is a doorway opened, that professing Christian will, in time, face spirits of 

darkness and torment for breaking territorial protection due to sin.  

 

When Yahweh gives spiritual engagement, there will not be a way of torment and yielding to the 

dark natures. Satan is a real demon, and he will bring great deception to the churches, thinking that 

dabbling in this sinful plan will have no detrimental consequences. Be warned. 
 


